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Portrait Painting For Beginners
A detailed guide to painting realistic dog portraits in acrylics. This book by best-selling
author and animal portrait artist Dave White is the definitive guide to painting portraits of
dogs in acrylics. His passion for animals is evident throughout the book, offering basic
advice for beginners and explaining more advanced techniques suitable for
experienced artists who wish to capture the spirit and character of dogs in their
portraits. The book begins with detailed guidance on composition, deciding on the size
of your painting, the background colour, and so on. There is also advice on using
reference material, comparing painting from life with painting from photographs, and a
detailed section on essential techniques. Here you will learn about creating an outline,
underpainting, how to paint realistic hair and whiskers, how to get shine on a nose and
a glint in an eye, and whether to show ears up or down or the tongues in or out. This
section will be followed by three step-by-step projects, including a short-haired dog, a
long-haired dog and a group portrait, and the book ends with a short section providing
practical advice on setting up and running your own pet portrait business.
Demonstrates wet-in-wet and drybrush techniques for painting the head form and
hands of racially diverse children and adults
Creating a likeness of a person is one of the greatest challenges an artist can face. In
this book, John Howard Sanden makes the challenge much more achievable by
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breaking it down into 29 logical steps. Working in the exciting premier coup tradition,
you will learn to execute a finished portrait in a single sitting, starting with your very first
stroke. Perfected by Sanden over three decades of painting and teaching, this
comprehensive method will help you create convincing, lively portraits every time.
Features two complete portrait-painting demonstrations! It's the clearest instruction
you'll ever see on how to paint portraits in oil!
Art is not what you see, but what you make others see.—Edgar Degas Learn how to turn
what you see into masterful, expressive art. With the practical instruction and advice in
these pages, you can develop the skills necessary to draw fine portraits in the realist
tradition. In The Art of Portrait Drawing, skilled artist Joy Thomas passes on to you the
lessons she has gathered from generations of the world's greatest artists. Learn about
the golden mean, the traditional three-color portrait, the secrets of proportion and more
methods used by the Old Masters and today's best artists alike! Inside you'll find: An
introduction to every commonly used drawing medium, including charcoal, Conté and
graphite An illustrated overview of the history of portrait drawing Time-honored methods
for drawing accurately Insights on how to capture not only the likeness, but also the
mood and essence of your subject Advice on posing a subject, setting up lighting,
choosing the right tools and composing effectively 9 in-depth, step-by-step drawing
demonstrations to develop your skills and your confidence Portraying the human face is
the ultimate expression of art. Use The Art of Portrait Drawing as the road map for your
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artistic quest.
Following a discussion of materials, colors, and drawing principles, the author gives a
step-by-step demonstration of techniques for painting the components of a portrait
This volume is designed to address the specific needs of artists working in four different
subject areas: portrait and figure drawing, still life, and landscape painting. The manual
provides the beginner with everything required to make a sound start. It is brimming
with step-by-step projects designed to encourage readers to build skills and develop tile
kind of artistic confidence that comes only through practice. Authoritative, thorough, and
creative in approach, The Complete Artist is an indispensable guide for those seeking
greater expertise in their chosen style of artistic expression.
John Ashbery’s most renowned collection of poetry -- Winner of The Pulitzer Prize, the
National Book Award, and the National Book Critics Circle Award First released in
1975, Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror is today regarded as one of the most important
collections of poetry published in the last fifty years. Not only in the title poem, which
the critic John Russell called “one of the finest long poems of our period,” but
throughout the entire volume, Ashbery reaffirms the poetic power that made him an
outstanding figure in contemporary literature. These are poems “of breathtaking
freshness and adventure in which dazzling orchestrations of language open up whole
areas of consciousness no other American poet as ever begun to explore” (The New
York Times).
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This book is meant to be for the very beginner who needs the basics and the most important
information about portrait painting to start on his or her own. It's written chronologically so the
reader knows what to start with and which skills needs to be achieved first in order to move
forward with the personal development. What inspired me to write this book was the fact that I
personally wasn't able to find any literature about making portraits from A-Z when I started
painting. I wanted the most essential information to get me started. I bought tons of books and
I was lucky to befriend one of Denmark's most famous and skilled portrait painters. With a
combination of the above and many hours of practice, it took me around 6 years to be where I
am now, ready to write a book that breaks it all down to the most essential part of portrait
painting. Personally it was a very steep learning curve for me due to the fact that, going
through all my material, I needed to separate the most relevant pieces of information from nonessential. Nevertheless, I persevered, and today I'm proud to be able to call myself a selftaught portrait painter. I want to share my self obtained knowledge to my fellow artists out
there, those who do not have time to do research, or an academy to teach them. I want you to
know that it is indeed possible to obtain a satisfying level without formal training if your heart is
into it.
This book focuses on drawing the perfect eye using a pencil and eraser. Step by step learn
how to layer and shade the iris, pupil, brow, eyelid and nasal area. Learn the basics; the
structure of the eye, the parts of the eye, and shading methods. Once you master these
methods you will be able to use the same methods on the other parts of the face.
Portrait painting is inherently difficult and requires a unique understanding of and sensitivity to
the sitter. This practical book considers the historical context of portrait painting and its
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contemporary practice. Written by a professional portrait painter, it describes the intricacies of
making a portrait not just for the technically minded but also for those who are interested in a
painter's perspective on the role and importance of portraiture.Step-by-step demonstrations of
portraits and self-portraits.Techniques that use colour to introduce subtleties and
presence.Advice on catching a likeness and overcoming difficulties.Discussion about the
significance of copying and photography.Insights into the artistic process of the portrait
painter.Work of contemporary and distinguished painters.'What fascinates me most, much
much more than anything else in painting, is the portrait, the modern portrait.' Vincent van
Gogh. A practical guide that considers the historical context of portrait painting and its
contemporary practice.Aimed at beginners and more experienced; untutored groups and
individual artists of portrait painters.Gives step-by-step demonstrations of portraits and selfportraits.Covers use of colour to introduce subtleties and presence.Superbly illustrated with
180 colour illustrations.Anthony Connolly is a professional portrait painter and won the
prestigious Prince of Wales Award for Portrait Drawing in 2004.
Learning to paint is an exploration, a journey and an adventure! In this book I will show you a
number of ways to paint a portrait, from a historical approach to contemporary application.
Portraits are the most exciting challenge in painting. Think about it; when you look down at
those creamy globs of paint that are sitting on your palette...you are going to create a three
dimensional illusion of a human being! That to me is awesome magic. Painting takes time and
practice, but mostly patience. Confidence will come once you understand your materials and
you have explored a number of styles to find the best fit for you and/or your subject. Turn off
the voice that judges and criticizes, and allow yourself to explore and discover...you are on an
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adventure!
How to paint oil portraits like the Old Masters Mona Lisa. Girl with a Pearl Earring. Madame X.
The infinite variety and beauty of humankind--like the mysteries behind sparkling eyes, a sly
smile or an averted gaze--has captivated artists since the beginning of time. This expanded
edition of Chris Saper's best-selling guide, Classic Portrait Painting in Oils, reveals keys for
mastering how to paint beautiful portraits in oil to create soulful works of art. Through easy-tofollow lessons and expert oil painting tips and techniques, you'll find secrets for working from
life, using reference photos and more to create rich, realistic portraits imbued with timeless
character. * 14 step-by-step demonstrations teach how to paint 7 diverse subjects of varying
skin tones from life and from photographic reference * Additional exercises reveal expert oil
painting techniques for defining facial details, like eyes, mouths, wrinkles, facial hair and
eyeglasses * Professional tips for working from life, including ideal session times, posing,
seeing and mixing color and even how to work with children * The basics of using natural,
artificial, creative and "Rembrandt" lighting to light your subject and convey a mood *
Expanded key concepts of "perfect practice," the importance of regularly painting subjects in
real time and an insistence on excellent photographic reference material, including a checklist
for how to take--and self-edit--your own quality photos * New material on how to approach and
execute paid commissions, including step-by-step demonstrations for painting both corporate
and family subjects Through Saper's universal techniques, painters of all skill levels will learn
to render more realistic portraits of every subject they paint, with predictable and joyful results.
Everything you always wanted to know about oil painting...but were afraid to ask. Or maybe
you weren’t afraid—maybe you just didn’t know what to ask or where to start. In The Oil
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Painting Course You’ve Always Wanted, author Kathleen Staiger presents crystal clear, stepby-step lessons that build to reinforce learning. Brush control, creating the illusion of three
dimensions, foolproof color mixing, still-life painting, landscapes, and portraits—every topic is
covered in clear text, diagrams, illustrations, exercises, and demonstrations. Staiger has taught
oil painting for more than thirty-five years; many of her students are now exhibiting and selling
their paintings. Everyone from beginning hobby painters, to art students, to BFA graduates has
questions about oil painting. Here at last are the answers!
The art of portraiture approached its apex during the sixteenth century in Europe with the
discovery of oil painting when the old masters developed and refined techniques that remain
unsurpassed to this day. The ascendance of nonrepresentational art in the middle of the
twentieth century displaced these venerable skills, especially in academic art circles.
Fortunately for aspiring artists today who wish to learn the methods that allowed the Old
Masters to achieve the luminous color and subtle tonalities so characteristic of their work, this
knowledge has been preserved in hundreds of small traditional painting ateliers that
persevered in the old ways in this country and throughout the world. Coming out of this
dedicated movement, Portrait Painting Atelier is an essential resource for an art community still
recovering from a time when solid instruction in art technique was unavailable in our schools.
Of particular value here is a demonstration of the Old Masters’ technique of layering paint over
a toned-ground surface, a process that builds from the transparent dark areas to the more
densely painted lights. This method unifies the entire painting, creating a beautiful glow that
illuminates skin tones and softly blends all the color tones. Readers will also find valuable
instruction in paint mediums from classic oil-based to alkyd-based, the interactive principles of
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composition and photograph-based composition, and the anatomy of the human face and the
key relationships among its features. Richly illustrated with the work of preeminent masters
such as Millet, Géricault, and van Gogh, as well as some of today’s leading portrait artists—and
featuring seven detailed step-by-step portrait demonstrations—Portrait Painting Atelier is the
first book in many years to so comprehensively cover the concepts and techniques of
traditional portraiture.

Describes the structure of the human skull, shows how to render the hair and
facial features, and provides information on such topics as tools and materials,
color, lighting, working from life, and working from photographs.
Open this book as an absolute beginner, and come away as a proud portrait
artist. Mark and Mary Willenbrink's Absolute Beginner books have helped
thousands of novices tap into their inner artists. In this book, Mark and Mary help
the beginning artist take on portraits, showing that absolutely anyone can draw
faces. Their encouraging, easy-to-follow instruction style makes learning
fun—you'll be amazed by how quickly you achieve impressive results. Drawing
Portraits for the Absolute Beginner covers everything from warming up with
sketches, and capturing facial expressions, to framing your finished work. Page
by page, you'll build the skills and confidence you need to draw lifelike portraits of
your friends and family. What's Inside: • A simple two-stage approach to drawing
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portraits: sketch a likeness, then build up values to bring it to life • Step-by-step
instruction for drawing eyes, noses, mouths, hairstyles, hands, glasses and other
tricky elements • 13 complete demonstrations featuring a range of ages and
ethnicities • Tips for evoking more personality in your portraits by using props,
costumes and accessories
Learn to paint with groundbreaking new techniques for a favorite medium! •
Dazzling colors, incredible realism—with simple step-by-step demonstrations •
Easy-to-follow instructions from a top colored-pencil artist • Master the wide
range of colored pencil effects possible, including blending, layering, translucent
effects, and more Radiant color…painterly finishes…astonishing realism…with
colored pencils! Achieve rich, luminous color and eye-popping ultra-realistic
effects. Artists of every level will be inspired by the amazing new techniques
created by Alyona Nickelsen, presented in Colored Pencil Painting Bible for the
very first time. Nickelsen’s innovations will delight readers and detailed you-cando-it processes bring her striking results within reach for every artist. Take
colored pencils beyond the ordinary with Colored Pencil Painting Bible!
Based on the popular international collaborative art project, Julia Kay's Portrait
Party, this book features hundreds of portraits in multiple mediums and styles
teamed with tips and insights on the artistic process. The human face is one of
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the most important subjects for artists, no matter their chosen medium. Pulling
from 50,000 works of portraiture created by the artists of the international online
collaborative project Julia Kay's Portrait Party, Portrait Revolution presents a new
look at this topic--one that doesn't limit itself to one medium, one style, one
technique, or one artist. By presenting portraits in pencil, pen, charcoal, oils,
watercolors, acrylics, pastels, mixed media, digital media, collage, and more,
Julia Kay and co. demonstrate the limitless possibilities available to aspiring
artists or even to professional artists who are looking to expand creatively. Along
with works in almost every conceivable medium, Portrait Revolution shines a
spotlight on different portrait-making techniques and styles (featuring everything
from realism to abstraction). With tips, insights, and recommendations from
accomplished portrait artists from around the globe, this all-in-one inspiration
resource provides everything you'll need to kick-start your own portrait-making
adventure.
This book captures the step-by-step processes that underpin what it takes to
create and paint a good portrait. Covering a wide range of media from oil,
watercolour, acrylic and even spray paint, this book guides the reader, with
sequential photography, from the initial markings made on a canvas to the
finished painting. Written by acclaimed painter Tai Shan Schierenberg, it not only
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serves as an instructional manual for those wanting to get to grips with the basic
principles and techniques but it's also for those who are interested in a painter's
perspective on portraiture's history and the role it plays in the art world today.
Each artist featured in the book is a contestant on Sky Arts Portrait Artist of the
Year. Their painting styles range from gesturalism and abstraction, to classicism
and even pointillism, resulting in a myriad of portraits that any reader can
achieve, regardless of skill level.
A concise and accessible guide to the full potential of portrait painting contains
information on selecting paper, the most effective materials, and developing
technique, and includes more than 120 step-by-step diagrams and illustrations.
Drawing, the art or technique of producing images on a surface, usually paper,
using marks, usually of ink, graphite, chalk, charcoal, or crayon. The benefits of
this book and learning how to draw people for kids are: -The child will be better
able to communicate -He will take more pride in his drawings, and ultimately,
himself -Greater understanding of the world -Motivation and encouragement
Don't let your child fall behind. This isn't necessarily about the quality of their
current artwork, it is about their ability to communicate with you.
Master artist Roberta Carter Clark shares secrets for infusing portraits with life. Since its
original publication, this best-selling book has earned a loyal following among students
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of portraiture. Back in print by popular demand, How to Paint Living Portraits has been
updated to help today's artists discover the joys of this time-honored tradition. Handson instruction covers a range of ages and ethnicities, offering a practical approach to
creating successful, spirited portraits in charcoal, oils and watercolor. • Includes 23
exercises for capturing recognizable likenesses, feature by feature • Offers instruction
on painting the figure, hands and clothing • Addresses common stumbling blocks of
skin tones and hair colors • Illustrates simple and complex lighting set-ups for achieving
multiple moods and effects • Features 5 step-by-step portrait demonstrations in
charcoal, oil and watercolor Clark brings fifty years of experience to this book, from
technical expertise on color and composition to practical considerations of working with
a live model. One of the most comprehensive guides ever written on the subject, it's a
valuable reference for any skill level.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A vibrant collection of oil paintings and stories
by President George W. Bush honoring the sacrifice and courage of America’s military
veterans. With Forewords by former First Lady Laura Bush and General Peter Pace,
16th Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Growing out of President Bush’s own
outreach and the ongoing work of the George W. Bush Institute's Military Service
Initiative, Portraits of Courage brings together sixty-six full-color portraits and a fourpanel mural painted by President Bush of members of the United States military who
have served our nation with honor since 9/11—and whom he has come to know
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personally. Our men and women in uniform have faced down enemies, liberated
millions, and in doing so showed the true compassion of our nation. Often, they return
home with injuries—both visible and invisible—that intensify the challenges of
transitioning into civilian life. In addition to these burdens, research shows a civilianmilitary divide. Seventy-one percent of Americans say they have little understanding of
the issues facing veterans, and veterans agree: eighty-four percent say that the public
has "little awareness" of the issues facing them and their families. Each painting in this
meticulously produced hardcover volume is accompanied by the inspiring story of the
veteran depicted, written by the President. Readers can see the faces of those who
answered the nation’s call and learn from their bravery on the battlefield, their journeys
to recovery, and the continued leadership and contributions they are making as
civilians. It is President Bush’s desire that these stories of courage and resilience will
honor our men and women in uniform, highlight their family and caregivers who bear
the burden of their sacrifice, and help Americans understand how we can support our
veterans and empower them to succeed. President Bush will donate his net author
proceeds from PORTRAITS OF COURAGE to the George W. Bush Presidential
Center, a non-profit organization whose Military Service Initiative works to ensure that
post-9/11 veterans and their families make successful transitions to civilian life with a
focus on gaining meaningful employment and overcoming the invisible wounds of war.
Shows how to draw various types of male and female faces and includes advice on
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portraying the eye, mouth, nose, ear, and head from different angles
Colored Pencil Painting Portraits provides straightforward solutions to the problems that
artists face in creating lifelike images and will prime readers on the intricacies of colour,
texture, shadow and light as they interplay with the human form.--Worldcat.
A rich, penetrating memoir about the author's relationship with a flawed but influential
figure—the painter Lucian Freud—and the satisfactions and struggles of a life lived
through art. One of Britain's most important contemporary painters, Celia Paul has
written a reflective, intimate memoir of her life as an artist. Self-Portrait tells the artist's
story in her own words, drawn from early journal entries as well as memory, of her
childhood in India and her days as a art student at London's Slade School of Fine Art;
of her intense decades-long relationship with the older esteemed painter Lucian Freud
and the birth of their son; of the challenges of motherhood, the unresolvable conflict
between caring for a child and remaining commited to art; of the "invisible skeins
between people," the profound familial connections Paul communicates through her
paintings of her mother and sisters; and finally, of the mystical presence in her own
solitary vision of the world around her. Self-Portrait is a powerful, liberating evocation of
a life and of a life-long dedication to art.
Easy techniques for true-to-life portraits! If you think all portrait-painting books are the
same, think again. This book will inspire you to approach your canvas with renewed (or
newly discovered) enthusiasm and confidence. Using modern-day techniques, Luana
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Luconi Winner shows you how to capture not only a physical likeness, but also the
personality and unique, natural expression of your subject. Her direct, relaxed teaching
style takes the intimidation out of painting portraits, empowering artists of any skill level
and medium to turn ordinary people into exceptional works of art. • Time-tested, easyto-follow techniques for achieving accurate facial shapes and proportions. • 10 quickreference color charts make it easy to mix skin tones and hair colors for a full range of
complexions and ethnicities. • Mini-demonstrations show how to use a variety of
mediums--graphite, charcoal, pastels, watercolor and oils--to create sketches and
preliminary studies. • Tips on using a digital camera to generate reference material and
troubleshoot your compositions. • Three start-to-finish painting demonstrations in oils
and pastels illustrate the particulars of painting males and females, adults and children.
Destined to become a classic in its own right, Painting Classic Portraits covers every
step in the process--from selecting clothes, backgrounds and props that tell a story, to
using design elements to stir emotion in your viewers. It's everything you need to know
to create timeless portraits and great paintings.
This expansive, must-have coffee table book paints a robust portrait of the Walt Disney
World Resort, across half a century, through diverse and vibrant voices and mostly
unseen Disney theme park concept art and photographs. Walt Disney's vision for the
Florida Project begins with Disneyland and the 1964-1965 New York World's Fair. After
an imaginative and expansive design, a unique land acquisition process, and an
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innovative construction period, the Walt Disney World Resort celebrated its Grand
Opening in October 1971. It featured a theme park dubbed the Magic Kingdom and
three recreational resorts: Disney's Contemporary Resort, Disney's Polynesian Village,
and Disney's Fort Wilderness Resort & Campground. As Walt Disney World
consistently grew and further evolved through the five decades that followed, certain
themes reverberated: an appreciation for nostalgia, a joy for fantasy, a hunger for
discovery, and an unending hope for a better tomorrow. Inspirational and memorable
theme parks, water parks, sports arenas, recreational water sports, world-class golf
courses, vast shopping villages, and a transportation network unlike any other in the
world resulted in fun, festive, and familiar characters, traditions, spectacles,
merchandise, and so much more. The resort has come to represent the pulse of
American leisure and has served as a backdrop for life's milestones both big and small,
public and private. Walt Disney World: A Portrait of the First Half Century serves as a
treasure trove for vacationers, students of hospitality, artists, and all Disney collectors.
Searching for that perfect gift for the Disney theme park fan in your life? Explore more
archival-quality books from Disney Editions: Holiday Magic at the Disney Parks The
Disney Monorail: Imagineering a Highway in the Sky Walt Disney's Ultimate Inventor:
The Genius of Ub Iwerks One Day at Disney: Meet the People Who Make the Magic
Across the Globe Marc Davis in His Own Words: Imagineering the Disney Theme Parks
Yesterday's Tomorrow: Disney's Magical Mid-Century Eat Like Walt: The Wonderful
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World of Disney Food Maps of the Disney Parks: Charting 60 Years from California to
Shanghai The Haunted Mansion: Imagineering a Disney Classic Poster Art of the
Disney Parks
Discover a simple approach to capturing a world of beautiful skin tones Chris Saper takes the
mystery and guesswork out of portrait painting while leaving its joy fully intact. Continuing the
exploration started in the her first book, Painting Beautiful Skin Tones with Color & Light, this
sequel offers step-by-step demonstrations that cover an even wider range of ethnic groups and
ages. You'll get professional advice on working from life, using reference photos, and
combining the two approaches to create realistic likenesses that say something about the way
you view an individual's unique beauty and character. Inside you'll find: A series of 14 step-bystep demonstrations of 7 diverse subjects painted from life and from photos that illustrate the
advantages of each approach Techniques for seeing and recording accurate colors at live
sittings, and retaining that accuracy when working from photographic references Tips on
posing and lighting your subjects using both artificial and natural light sources Expert advice for
shooting, selecting and working from reference photographs, including how to compose
dynamic multiple-subject portraits Techniques for painting eyes, eyeglasses, mouths, wrinkles
and other defining details Though the demonstrations and examples are done in oils, Saper's
techniques are universal. Regardless of your medium or skill level, the lessons inside will make
painting skin colors easier, the process more enjoyable and your great results more
predictable.
Portraiture is one of the most rewarding painting disciplines. In this book, experienced portrait
artist David Thomas shows that it need not be intimidating. Learn to use watercolour, pencil
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and charcoal to produce fresh and approachable portraits invested with life and character.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In this powerful new collection of oil paintings and
stories, President George W. Bush spotlights the inspiring journeys of America’s immigrants
and the contributions they make to the life and prosperity of our nation. The issue of
immigration stirs intense emotions today, as it has throughout much of American history. But
what gets lost in the debates about policy are the stories of immigrants themselves, the people
who are drawn to America by its promise of economic opportunity and political and religious
freedom—and who strengthen our nation in countless ways. In the tradition of Portraits of
Courage, President Bush’s #1 New York Times bestseller, Out of Many, One brings together
forty-three full-color portraits of men and women who have immigrated to the United States,
alongside stirring stories of the unique ways all of them are pursuing the American Dream.
Featuring men and women from thirty-five countries and nearly every region of the world, Out
of Many, One shows how hard work, strong values, dreams, and determination know no
borders or boundaries and how immigrants embody values that are often viewed as distinctly
American: optimism and gratitude, a willingness to strive and to risk, a deep sense of
patriotism, and a spirit of self-reliance that runs deep in our immigrant heritage. In these pages,
we meet a North Korean refugee fighting for human rights, a Dallas-based CEO who crossed
the Rio Grande from Mexico at age seventeen, and a NASA engineer who as a girl in Nigeria
dreamed of coming to America, along with notable figures from business, the military, sports,
and entertainment. President Bush captures their faces and stories in striking detail, bringing
depth to our understanding of who immigrants are, the challenges they face on their paths to
citizenship, and the lessons they can teach us about our country’s character. As the stories
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unfold in this vibrant book, readers will gain a better appreciation for the humanity behind one
of our most pressing policy issues and the countless ways in which America, through its
tradition of welcoming newcomers, has been strengthened by those who have come here in
search of a better life.
Portrait Painting covers a wide array of topics, including: Character, proportion, and angles,
Creating effects through color and texture, Exploring different styles, Animal portraiture ... and
much more.
Perfect for aspiring designers, Drawing and Painting Beautiful Faces is an inspiring, mixedmedia workbook on how to draw and paint beautiful, fashion illustration–style faces. Author
Jane Davenport is a beloved artist and international workshop instructor known by her
thousands of students and fans for her over-the-top, enthusiastic, happy, and encouraging
style. In Drawing and Painting Beautiful Faces, Davenport guides you, step by step, through
the foundations of drawing a face, developing successful features, creating skin tones, playing
with bright colors, shading, highlighting, and much more as you learn to create amazing mixedmedia portraits. With this elegantly designed guidebook, you will quickly master a variety of
techniques in a variety ofmediums, including: Pencil Marker Pen Watercolor Acrylic paint Ink
Pastel Ephemera Drawing and Painting Beautiful Faces will have you dancing your way
through the exercises. In no time at all, you will have a selection of beautifully faced portraits
ready to view, display, or even sell to a fashion designer.
Acrylic Painting for Beginners is the ultimate guide to acrylic painting. It will introduce the
reader to acrylic painting by making them understand what acrylic painting is, why they should
go for acrylic painting rather than other forms of painting and even provide them information on
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why acrylics are loved. The book will introduce a reader looking to start still painting, portrait
painting and landscape to the different painting techniques available and how to apply them,
how to choose colors, the best brushes and how, how, when and where to use them and
eventually give them tips on what to do to become a professional painter. It will highlight the
mistakes beginners and pros make and how to eliminate them for better painting. The topics to
be covered in this book include.Getting to know acrylicsAcrylic painting versus oil paint
paintingAcrylic painting techniquesPaint application techniquesBrushes and colors for acrylic
paintingBrushes for acrylic paintingTypes of acrylic paintsSetting up for paintingDos, don'ts and
acrylic painting tipsTen acrylic tips that will make you a better painterThe dos and don'ts of
acrylic painting
A dazzlingly original and ambitious book on the history of female self-portraiture by one of
today's most well-respected art critics. Her story weaves in and out of time and place. She's
Frida Kahlo, Loïs Mailou Jones and Amrita Sher-Gil en route to Mexico City, Paris or Bombay.
She's Suzanne Valadon and Gwen John, craving city lights, the sea and solitude; she's
Artemisia Gentileschi striding through the streets of Naples and Paula Modersohn-Becker in
Worpswede. She's haunting museums in her paint-stained dress, scrutinising how El Greco or
Titian or Van Dyck or Cézanne solved the problems that she too is facing. She's railing against
her corsets, her chaperones, her husband and her brothers; she's hammering on doors,
dreaming in her bedroom, working day and night in her studio. Despite the immense hurdles
that have been placed in her way, she sits at her easel, picks up a mirror and paints a selfportrait because, as a subject, she is always available. Until the twentieth century, art history
was, in the main, written by white men who tended to write about other white men. The idea
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that women in the West have always made art was rarely cited as a possibility. Yet they have and, of course, continue to do so - often against tremendous odds, from laws and religion to
the pressures of family and public disapproval. In The Mirror and the Palette, Jennifer Higgie
introduces us to a cross-section of women artists who embody the fact that there is more than
one way to understand our planet, more than one way to live in it and more than one way to
make art about it. Spanning 500 years, biography and cultural history intertwine in a narrative
packed with tales of rebellion, adventure, revolution, travel and tragedy enacted by women
who turned their back on convention and lived lives of great resilience, creativity and bravery.
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